Media attributes IoBM

MASHA ALLAH IoBM students are being attributed by the Media in Pakistan for being the representative of the country at the CFA contest in Hong Kong.

Print Media coverage of this specialized subject, contest and news attached herewith: 11 news items so far.
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KARACHI, Jan 17: The Institute of Business Management (IoBM) has qualified for the regional CFA competition (to be held in Hong Kong) by winning the local CFA competition held at a local hotel here. Lahore School of Economics and Fast School of Business secured the second and third places respectively say a press release.

Press Release

IoBM to represent Pakistan at CFA contest in Hong Kong

IoBM has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing the top position, followed by Lahore School of Economics (2nd position) and Fast School of Business (3rd Position). In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods.

According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM, the winning of the national CFA competition, will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST school of business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present.

IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester. Mr. Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Ms. Shazia Farooq and Mr. Jamal Zubairi acted as Faculty Advisors.
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IoBM to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI: IoBM has won 2011-12 CFA local competition by securing top position followed by Lahore School of Economics (second position) and Fast School of Business (third). In the last two competitions, IoBM teams were runners up.

The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods.

IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM first semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance last semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons seventh semester, Isha Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) last semester, Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Shazia Farooq and Jamal Zubairi acted as faculty advisors on the occasion.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration, Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology, Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management, PAF KIET, Biztek, National University of Science & Technology, Lahore School of Economics, FAST School of Business (FAST-NUCES). However, eight teams actually participated, as Iqra University and Biztek teams were not present on the occasion.
IoBM to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI, Jan 16: IoBM has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing the top position, followed by Lahore School of Economics (2nd position) and Fast School of Business (3rd Position). In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods.

According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM, the winners of the national CFA competition, will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST school of business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present.

IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Afzal Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Ashik - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester, Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Shazia Farooq and Jamal Zubairi acted as Faculty Advisors.
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IoBM wins
2011-12 CFA
local competition

KARACHI: Institute of Business Management (IoBM) has secured the top position in the 2011-12 Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) local competition, said a press release issued here on Monday. In the contest, recently held at a local hotel, participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions of panel members.

According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM will now proceed to Hong Kong for participating in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finale in New York in April 2012.

The teams registered for the competition included those of Institute of Business Administration, Shaheed ZABIST, Greenwich University, Iqra University, IoBM, PAF-KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology, Lahore School of Economics and FAST-NUCES. IoBM’s team comprises MBA 1st semester’s Ahmed Mushtaq, MBA Finance last semester’s Ali Raza, BBA 7th semester’s Roma Ramani and MBA (Finance & Risk Management) last semester’s Sana Shaikh. CFA and research analyst at KASB Securities Fawad Khan was the industry mentor of IoBM. STAFF REPORT
IoBM to represent Pakistan in HK

KARACHI - Institute of Business Management (IoBM) has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing the top position, followed by Lahore School of Economics with 2nd position and Fast School of Business 3rd Position. In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods. According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM, the winning of the national CFA competition, will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science and Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST school of business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present. IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Shazia Farooq and Jamal Zubairi acted as faculty advisers.
IoBM to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI, Jan 17 (PR): IoBM has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing the top position, followed by Lahore School of Economics (2nd position) and Fast School of Business (3rd Position). In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at a local hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods.

According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, the winners of the national CFA competition will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business Administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST School of Business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present.

IoBM's team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester. Mr. Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Ms. Shazia Farooq and Mr. Jamal Zubairi acted as Faculty Advisors.
IoBM to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI: IoBM has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing top position, followed by the Lahore School of Economics (2nd position) and Fast School of Business (3rd Position). In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members.

The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods. According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM, the winning of the national CFA competition will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012. The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST school of business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present. IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester. Mr. Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Ms. Shazia Farooq and Mr. Jamal Zubairi acted as Faculty Advisors.—Agency
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Achievement: IoBM students to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI: The students from the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) will represent the country in the CFA Institute Global Investment Research Challenge (IRC), which will take place in Honk Kong.

IoBM students beat students from other universities at a national competition held by CFA Pakistan. The participants of this competition, who came from eight national universities, had to conduct research on Engro Foods Ltd and then prepare detailed equity reports. 
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IoBM wins CFA Institute Research Challenge

KARACHI: At the finale of the 4th CFA Institute Research Challenge (IRC) hosted by CFA Pakistan at a local hotel in Karachi, students of Institute of Business Management (IoBM) emerged as winners to represent Pakistan at the 2012 Asia Pacific Regional Final of the competition to be held in Hong Kong on March 2, 2012.

The subject company for research this year was Engro Foods Limited, on which students from 8 leading business schools were required to prepare detailed equity research reports. The IRC is an annual competition organized by CFA Pakistan giving students from Pakistan’s top business schools the opportunity to learn from industry experts and compete with their peers. The challenge teaches participants best practices in equity research through hands-on mentoring and intensive training in company analysis and presentation skills.

This year’s panel of judges for the Pakistan Final comprised Farid Khan, CFA, Qasim Lakhani, CFA, Imtiaz Gadar, CFA, Muhammad Sajid, CFA and Dr Amjad Waheed, CFA.

Afnan Ahsan, CEO, Engro Foods Limited congratulated the winning team at the finale.

“On behalf of Engro Foods Limited, I would like to congratulate all the winners for putting in so much thought and effort into their report.

Apart from testing the research capacities of the youth, the competition aimed at instilling a sense of confidence and teamwork, giving them a glimpse into the functioning of the corporate world. I have no doubt in my mind that you will make Pakistan proud at the final leg of this competition later this year.”
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Achievement: IoBM students to represent Pakistan in Hong Kong

KARACHI: The students from the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) will represent the country in the CFA Institute Global Investment Research Challenge (IRC), which will take place in Hong Kong.

IoBM students beat students from other universities at a national competition held by CFA Pakistan. The participants of this competition, who came from eight national universities, had to conduct research on Engro Foods Ltd and then prepare detailed equity reports.
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Engro Foods congratulates IoBM

Islamabad—At the finale of the 4th CFA Institute Research Challenge (IRC) hosted by CFA Pakistan at a local hotel in Karachi, students of Institute of Business Management (IoBM) emerged as winners to represent Pakistan at the 2012 Asia Pacific Regional Final of the competition to be held in Hong Kong on March 2, 2012.

The subject company for research this year was Engro Foods Limited, on which students from 8 leading business schools were required to prepare detailed equity research reports. The IRC is an annual competition organized by CFA Pakistan giving students from Pakistan’s top business schools the opportunity to learn from industry experts and compete with their peers. The challenge teaches participants best practices in equity research through hands-on mentoring and intensive training in company analysis and presentation skills.

This year’s panel of judges for the Pakistan Final comprised Mr. Farid Khan, CFA, Mr. Qasim Lakhani, CFA, Mr. Imtiaz Gadar, CFA, Mr. Muhammad Sajid, CFA and Dr. Amjad Waheed, CFA.

Congratulating the winning team at the finale, Mr. Afnan Ahsan, CEO, Engro Foods Limited said, "On behalf of Engro Foods Limited, I would like to congratulate all the winners for putting in so much thought and effort into their report."
January 04, 2012

IoBM wins fourth CFA Institute Research Challenge

The students of Institute of Business Management (IoBM) emerged as winners of the 4th Institute Research Challenge (IRC) hosted by CFA Pakistan at a local hotel in Karachi.

The winners will now represent Pakistan at the Asia Pacific Regional Final of the competition to be held in Hong Kong on March 2, 2012. The subject company for the competition this year was Engro Foods Limited, on which students from eight leading business schools were required to prepare detailed equity research reports.

The IRC is an annual competition organised by CFA Pakistan giving students from Pakistan's top business schools the opportunity to learn from industry experts and compete with their peers.

The challenge teaches participants best practices in equity research through hands-on mentoring and intensive training in company analysis and presentation skills. This year's panels of judges for the Pakistan final were Farid Khan, CFA, Qasim Lakhani, CFA, Imtiaz Gadar, CFA, Muhammad Sajid, CFA and Dr Amjad Waheed, CFA.

Congratulating the winning team, Afshan Ahsan, CEO, Engro Foods Limited said: "On behalf of Engro Foods Ltd, I would like to congratulate all the winners for putting in so much thought and effort into their report." Apart from testing the research capacities of the youth, the competition aimed at instilling a sense of confidence and team work, giving them a glimpse into the functioning of the corporate world.
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Press Release

IoBM to represent Pakistan at CFA contest in Hong Kong

IoBM has won the 2011-2012 CFA local competition by securing the top position, followed by Lahore School of Economics (2nd position) and Fast School of Business (3rd Position). In the last two competitions IoBM teams were runners up. The competition was held at Avari Hotel recently in which the participating teams made presentations on their equity valuation reports before a panel of judges and later answered questions from the panel members. The company assigned for the competition was Engro Foods.

According to IoBM Public Affairs Section, IoBM, the winning of the national CFA competition, will now proceed to Hong Kong for participation in the regional competition and winners of the regional competitions will compete in the global finals in New York in April, 2012.

The following 10 teams registered for the competition: Institute of Business administration (IBA), Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST), Greenwich University, Iqra University, Institute of Business Management (IoBM), PAF KIET, BIZTEK, National University of Science & Technology (NUST), Lahore School of Economics, FAST school of business FAST-NUCES. However, eight teams actually participated, as IQRA and BIZTEK teams were not present.

IoBM’s team comprised Ahmed Mushtaq - MBA FRM 1st Semester, Ali Raza - MBA Finance Last Semester, Roma Ramani - BBA Hons 7th Semester, Sana Shaikh - MBA (Finance & Risk Management) Last Semester. Mr. Fawad Khan, CFA and Research Analyst at KASB Securities was Industry Mentor of IoBM while Ms. Shazia Farooq and Mr. Jamal Zubairi acted as Faculty Advisors.
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